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Closing the GARCH Gap:
continuous time G.~RCH modeling

FEII~E C. DROST A~D BAS .I.`I. ~-ERKER'
Tilburg U~rciz~ersity

Abstract

It is the purpose of this paper to build a bridge between continuous time models
which are central in the literature on pricing of derivatives and (weak) GARCH
processes in discrete time which are often parsimonious descriptions of the ob-
served data. The properties of continuous time processes which exhibit GARCH
type behavior at all discrete frequencies will be discussed. Several examples of such
processes illustrate the genera] theory. The class of continuous time GARCH mod-
els can be divided into two sub-classes. In the first group (GARCH diffusions) the
sample paths are continuous and in the other group (GARCH jump processes) the
sample paths are erratic. A simple and complete characterization of both types
is given in terms of the behavior of the kurtosises of the implied discrete time
GARCH processes. These two groups of GARCH processes can be described by
three and four coefficients, respectiveh~, and explicit formulas of all implied discrete
time GARCH parameters are available. ~loreover, knowledge of the discrete time
GARCH parameters at only one frequency completely detetmines the coefficients
of the GARCH process. So, in estimating a continuous time G:1RCli process it
suffices to estimate the discrete time G ARCH parameters for the available data
frequency. The analysis carries over to models with an autoregressive component
containing the well-known Ornstein-Ctilenbeck process as a special example.

Iievwoxt7s: GARCI{. diffusior,s, jump processes, continuous time modeling.
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1 Introduction.

Since the seminal work of Black and Scholes (1973) continuous time models are one of
the major tools in theoretical financial economics. They are used in general asset pricing
theory (see, e.g., Huang (198ï). Cox et aL (1985a), and Cox et al. (198~b)] and, more
specific, in option pricing theory [see, e.g., Johnson and Shanno (1987), 5cott (198 ï), and

~felino and Turnbull (1990)]. These recent papers allow explicitly for a state variable
influencing the asset price. Especially in option pricing theory the volatility of the price
process of the underlying asset attracted much attention as an unobserved state variab]e
[Johnson and Shanno (198i), Scott (198 ï), and :~Selino and Turnbull (1990)]. Pricing
models for derivative securities hea~-ily depend on the underlying model in continuous
time [see, e.g., Jlelino and Turnbull (1990)]. [;sually, the validity of these continuous

time models is not straightforward to check because data are available at discrete time
only. In the empirical literature it is well-known that GARCH(1,1) processes oíten
yield parsimonious representations of the observed data at almost every frequency. It
is natural to ask whether continuous time models can be compatible with discrete time
GARCH(1,1) processes at every frequency. It turns out that this class of continuous time
GARCH processes (satisfying this restriction) is rich enough to contain both diffusions
and jump processes. Several examples are given.

1~'e show that the coefficients of a continuous time GARCH process can be identified
from the discrete time G.~RCH parameters at some arbitrary frequency and vice versa.
This relation can be used to get simple consistent, correlation based estimators of the

parameters in the underlying continuous time model (see Drost and tiijman (1993)],
avoiding the use of the recently developed simulation based estimators that can be used
to estimate quite general models in continuous time [Duffie and Singleton (1993), Gallant
and Tauchen (1992) and Gourieroux et aL (1992)]. Probably, other commonly used
estimators, like quasi maximum likelihood and semi-parametric procedures [see, e.g.,
~~'eiss (1986), Linton (1993), and Drost and Klaassen (1993)], are also consistent (see,
e.g., the small scale simulation study of Drost and ~ijman (1993)].

In this paper we show that the assumption of an underlying continuous time G.~RCH
model leads to kurtosis parameters of the corresponding discrete GARCH model which
are strictl}. larger than three, implying heavy tails. This conforms the results of Drost
and `ijman (1993). They observe that not every discrete (weak) G.~RCH process can
arise as the sum of underlying higher frequency G~RCH processes. ~1any authors ex-
plicitly introduce heavy-tailed innovation distributions, such as student t-distributions,
to capture this phenomenon. In fact, we show that the common, implicit assumption of
an underl}'ing continuous time G.~RCH model already implies the appearance of hea~y
tails. ~ormal inno~'ations are excluded at any frequency. This is in line with the empirical
finding that the conditional distributions are generall}' leptokurtic in discrete GARCH
models [see. e.g.. Diebold (1988) and Bollerslev et aL (1992)].

Finall}-, we derive a simple criterion to discriminate between the smooth sub-group
of continuous time G.~RCH models and the sub-group containing jumps. ~~~e show that
it is sufficient to know the kurtosis of the implied discrete time G.~RCH process (at
an arbitran' frequency) to distinguish between GARCH diffusions and jump processes.
Recognition of jumps is important in valuing derivative securities. For that reason Jo-
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rion (1988) has proposed a test procedure for the presence of jumps. Jorion (1988),
however, relies on normality of the conditional distribution of the non-jump component,
w-hich is incompatible with the assumption of an underlying diffusion model as discussed
abo~-e. Therefore, Jorions's (1988) testing procedure (directed to normal innovations)
should be adapted to include other distributions. This is the purpose of a companion
paper.

The paper is organized along the fo]lowing lines. In Section 2 the concept of continuous
time G~RCH processes is introduced and exemplified with several examples. It will be
shown that this class of GARCH processes can be divided into two sub-classes. In one of
the groups we have smooth sample paths, these processes are called GARCH diffusions
and are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the other group: GARCH jump
prucesses. For both sub-classes the process will be characterized by a parameter of
dimension three and four, respectivel}. These coefficients completely determine the
díscrete time G.4RCH parameters at all frequencies. The analysis carries over to GAKCH
models with an autoregressive component. The well-known Ornstein-lihlenbeck process
is a degenerate example in this class without GARCH type behavior of the innovations
(Section 5). Finally in Section 6 we will discuss some more implications of our results
and conclude.

2 Continuous time GARCH processes.

This section introduces the class of continuous time processes which exhibit GARCH type
behavior at all discrete frequencies. To make explicit calculations possible we concentrate
ori G~RCH(1.1) processes. Of course, the theoretical framework of continuous time
processes w-ith G.1RCH behavior is easily extended to the general case but parameter
restrictions and explicit formulas need numerical procedures and cannot be given in a
closed form as in the GARCH(1.1) case. Restricting attention to GARCH(1,1) in the
remainder of the paper we will simplify notation by deleting the orders and writing
G~RCH.

It seems natural to call a continuous time process {Yr,t ~ 0} GARCH if the first
differences of the implied discrete time processes {Y,,f E hI~} are GARCH for all fixed
h) 0. Obser~e, however, that {}~~h -}~,t E h1`} cannot be G~RCH in the sense
of Engle (1982) and Bollerslev (1986) for every h 7 0 since Drost and ~~ijman (1993)
have show.n that this classical class is not closed under temporal aggregation. In stead
of requiring that these differences are GARCH in this strong sense we will rely upon the
weak GARCH definition introduced by Drost and `ijman (1993), see Appendix A for
the definition and an important example. The class of weak GARCH models is closed
under temporal aggregation and, therefore, we adopt this weak definition in continuous
time processes with conditional heteroskedastic behavior. Throughout, we assume that
the properties of the process {Y~, f 1 0} do not alter if the time origin of the process is
shifted.

Definition 2.1 .4 continuous time process {Y~, i 1 0} is called GARCH if, jar each
fizcd time interral h ~ 0, the implied discrete time process {Y~th - Y~,t E hN} is u~eak
G.-1RCH u~ith parameter aector ~h - (i~h, oh, 3h, xh).



Theorem .A.1 [see also Drost and tiijman (1993). Example 2] induces several relation-
ships between the parameter vectors at different frequencies. Since we are working in a
continuous time framework we have an infinite number of equations. One might expect
that there are four free parameters in a GARCH process. However, it will be shown
below that. under the assumption of continuous sample paths, one only has three free
parameters. For non-smooth G.ARCH processes there are still four parameters. So, the
assumption of an underlying diffusion in continuous time reduces the number of free
parameters by one; delete. e.g.. the kurtosis parameter K~ in the definition of Drost and
~ijman (1993) since it will be completely determined by the GARCH variance parame-
ters nh and 3h. To obtain these results we need the following regularity assumption.

ASSt;1iPTIOV 2.1 The parameter v-ector ~h is a contim~ous function in h.

~l'ithout this assumption Appendix A already implies that, for each fixed ho 1 0, the
parameter function ~: ho~} y R" is continuous and, hence, ~(.) is smooth on dense
subsets of Rt. Therefore, Assumption 2.1 is harmless. It only excludes the possibility
of a completely different behavior of the parameter vector on mutually exclusive dense
subsets of R}.

Before deriving the implications of Definition 2.1 we will give some examples. The
most simple and boring example is Brownian motion with variance parameter v2. At
frequency h it satisfies the definition with parameter vector ~h -(ho2.0,0,3). Another
simple example is the compound Poisson process, where the inter-arrival periods between
jumps are assumed to be i.i.d. drawings from an exponential distribution with mean
arrival time p and where the jumps are realizations of i.i.d. symmetric random variables
with cariance o2 and kurtosis K. To verify the conditions let N~ be the number of jumps
until time t and let X; be the i-th jump. Then {iitn - li. t E hN} is an i.i.d. sequence
of random variables with the same distribution as Yh - Yh - Yo -~;v-"~ X;. Hence,
using EYh - EYh - 0, EY1 - a2(h~p), and EYh - 3Q4(h~p)~ f Ka'(h~p), implies that
{}~fh-}i,t E hN} is weak GARCH with parameter vector ~h -(v~(h~~),0.0,3fKp~h).

A less simple example is the diffusion process given by the following system of differ-
ential equations

dl~- o~ d6b'~t'~ and (2.1)
dQ~ - B(~ - a~ ) dt f 2aB o~ d6V~~~~, (2.2)

where it'~~~~ and 4i'~t2~ are independent Brownian motions, u; ) 0, B 1 0, and a E(0, 1)
[i~elson (1990a) considers a slightly more general system with less parameter restric-
tions but we need the existence of fourth moments to be able to apph. the aggregation
results of Appendix A]. `elson (1990a) show.s that the equations (2.1) and (2.2) can
be approximated by a sequence of discrete time GARCH processes with i.i.d. normal
rescaled innovations. The h-th approximating process is defined on time scale hI~ and
has GARCH parameters satisfying vh ~ 0. nh -a 0. and 3ti -~ 1(all at a suitable rate,
compare Corollary 3.2). Of course, all aggregates of every element in this sequence of
GARCH processes are weak GARCH by Theorem A.1 and, hence, one may suspect that
the corresponding limiting continuous time process is also GARCH according to Defini-
tion 2.1. .A formal proof is given in Appendix C. The parameter vector ~~ is given in
Proposition 3.1.
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The three examples above induce a large number of new GARCH type processes in line
with Definition 2.1. A(slight generalizatíon of a) result of ~iijman and Sentana (1993) im-
plies that the sum of two independent G.ARCH processes, where the sum of the GARCH
t-ariance parameters o and ,3 is equal in both processes, or the sum of a weak G.ARCH
process and an independent white noise process yields a new weak GARCH process with
the same sum of the GARCH variance parameters. Applying this result to the examples
above we obtain that the sum of a Brownian motion or a compound Poisson process and
an independent diffusion described by the equations (2.1)-(2.2) is also GARCH accord-
ing to Definition 2.1 and it satisfies Assumption 2.1. This is discussed more generally in
Examples 3.1 and 4.1.

Our first result shows that the class of GARCH processes can be divided into two
groups. These groups are distinguished by the behavior of E~Yh - }ó~'.

Thearem 2.1 Let {Yt,t ~ 0} 6e a C`1RCH process with parameter tectors (h and as-
sume that `lssumption 2.1 is fulfilled. Then f(h) - E~}í, -}ó~" is a continuous function
of h, f(h)~h~ conuerges in (O,oo) as h-~ oo, and either f(h)~hz or f(h)~h converges fn
(o,x) as h 1 0.

PrtooF: See Appendix B. []

The behavior of f(h) is an important tool to characterize the level oí smoothness of
a continuous time process. If f(h)~h~ is bounded, Kolmogorov's criterion [see, e.g.,
Theorem L1.8 in Revuz and Y'or (1991)] implies that {},,t 1 0} has a modification' with
continuous sample paths. Observe that this result is in agreement with the examples
above. Except for the compound Poisson process with jumps, J(h)~h2 remains bounded
in these examples. This group of GARCH processes will be called GARCH diffusions.
The other group of GARCH processes is not as smooth as, e.g., Brownian motion since
the fourth moments are only of the order h, similar to a compound Poisson process.
Therefore, these processes are called GARCH jump processes.

3 GARCH diffusions.

In this section we deri~~e some general results for GARCH diffusions. The next propo-
sition shows that GARCH diffusions can in fact be characterized bv three coefficients.
say ~; ~ 0. B 1 0, and a E(0, I). The GARCH parameter ~h is uniquely determined by
these coefficients at every frequenc~~ h, and vice versa. Therefore, we will call ;.;, B, and
a the characterizing coefficients of a GARCH diffusion. As an immediate consequence of
the proposition we obtain information about the rates at which ~h -~ (0.0, 1, 3~(1 - a)).
This is summarized in a corollary. Of course, these rates are in agreement with the rates
`elson (1990a) uses to obtain the system of differential equations (2.1)-(2.'2). ~'t'e ha~.e
written these equations such that the parameters ~,~, B, and ~ are just the coefficients of
the corresponding GARCH diffusion. .A warning applies at this moment. The fact that
the same parameter configuration holds for all GARCH diffusions does not implv that
e~-erv GARCH diffusion is given by (2.1) and (2.2). Recall, e.g., the examples at the

'A modification {Y~.t ~ 0} of {Yi,t ~ 0}, is a process satisfying Y~ - Yi (ac.) for all t 1 0.
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end of Section 2(see also Example 3.1 below). Sums of independent Brownian motions
and diffusions determined by (2.1)-(2.2) (with the same B) also satisfy the requirements
of Proposition 3.1. .~t first sight the existence of several different G.~RCH diffusions
~~'ith the same parameter configuration mav seem a contradiction but recall that we
are only considering weak G.aRCH processes. Hence, the distribution of the continuous
time process {Y~} is not completely determined by the parameters in Definition 2.1. In
fact. Definition 2.1 resembles to the concept of uncorrelatedness. There restrictions are
imposed only on the correlation structure. Howe~'er, processes with the same correla-
tion structure may exhibit quite different behavior (recall, e.g, that all discrete GARCH
processes have uncorrelated elements).

Proposition 3.1 Let {}"),f ~ 0} be a G.~1RCH diffusion u;ith parameter uectors ~h -
(Z~h. Qh, 3h, Kh) and suppose ah~ E(0, 1) jor some ho ~ 0. Then there ezist w E (0, x),
B E(O. x), ~ E(0, 1), and ch git~en by

eti - ~{exp(-he) - 1-~ he} ~ 2he{ 1 t hB(1 - a)~a}
1 - exp(-2hB)

(s.l)

such fhat ~h (with ~,3h~ G I) is determined by

~ih - hw{1 - exp(-hB)}, Kh - 3 f 6 ~ exp(-hB) - 1-1- hB
(3.2)1 - a (hB}2

Qh ch exp(-hB) - 1
ah - exp(-hB) -;3h, and

1 f Qh - ch{1 f exp(-2hB)} - 2'
(3.3)

PROOF: See .appendix B. O

Corollary 3.2 Let {Y~,t ~ 0} be a GARCH diffusion with coef~tcients w, B, and a.
Then, as h 1 0, -

2'e~h
I-a,,-3h ~ h 1-~h-:3h

~ w. 1 -~h- ~h
2

B. oh ~ a, and Kh --~ 3~(1 - a). (3.4)

.lloreorer, Ei}h -}"~i'~h~ --~ 3:,:~~(1 - a) as h j 0 and E~}í, - Yo~a~h~ - a 3..;~ as h~~x.

Re~t~,[th 3.1 If oh - 0 for all h~ 0, then also 3h - 0 for all h~ 0 (otherwise the
parameters are not identifiable). Such continuous white noise processes, like Brownian
motions. are obtained as limits in Proposition 3.1 w-ith w E( 0, x). B- x, ~- 0. and
parameter vector ~h -(hw, 0, 0, 3). :~s an example equations ( 2.1)-(2.2) are still valid
with solutions }) - f[4'~i'i and ot - w (Brownian Jlotion).

The quadratic equation in 3h in (3.3) ahsays admits exactly one solution with ~,3n~ C 1.
`ote that B is normalized by the choice of the time unit and that w is a scale parameter.
The parameter a determines the slope of the kurtosis Kh, see also the discussion below
and Figure 3.1.

Proposition 3.1 has several important implications. First, note that three of the four
components of [h. say wh, ~h, and ,3h. at some given fixed frequency h determine the



Figure 3.1: Discrete variance parameters of GARCH diffusions for several values of a.

coefficients ,.,~, B, and a. Since W is merely a scale parameter and B is a normalizing con-
stant w.ith respect to the time unit we concentrate on the parameter a. Straightforward
calculations show

~ - 21n2(nn f 3h)
(3.5){i-to,,t3„)~}(i-3~l' f 61n(ah f~n) f 21n~(an t~?n) t 4(1 - ah - 3h)on{1-3nlont~n)}

Observe that the right-hand side does not depend on h. So, the variance parameters at
one frequency also uniquely determine the variance parameters at all other frequencies.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.1, n.here the lines correspond to GARCH diffusions with
different values of the parameter a. The points at some given line are the variance
parameters ah and dh of the discrete weak GARCH processes associated to the GARCH
diffusion. High frequency parameters are close to a- 0 and 3- 1. ~foving along
a line to the left rorresponds to lower (and low-er) sample frequencies. This figure is
comparable to Figure 2 in Drost and `ijman (1993). The main difference is that, in our
situation, w-e cannot ha~e different lines passing through one point. This is caused by
the assumption of an underl}~ing diffusion in continuous time impl}-ing that the kurtosis
Kh is completely determined b}~ oh and 3h. The kurtosis cannot vary freely like in Drost
and ~ijman (1993).

Secondl~.. w-e direct attention to the kurtosis value of the process. It is clear from (3.2)
that the kurtosis of the discrete ~ceak GARCH processes corresponding to a GARCH dif-
fusion is strictl}. ]arger than three. This corresponds to the stylized fact that financial
data have fat tails. The definition of a GARCH diffusion immediately yields this prop-
erty and, therefore, these processes seem to be useful while modeling financial data. In



. ~ .. ~. ~
Figure 3.2: Pseudo-kurtosis values.

classical analyses of GARCH processes, where the rescaled innovations are assumed to
be independent. one also pays attention to the distributional aspects of the innovations.
For strong G.ARCH processes the relationship between the kurtosis ich of the innova-
tions, the kurtosis rch of the G.4RCH process, and the GARCH parameters ah and '3h
is given by (:~.2). In weak GARCH processes this parameter Kh is called the pseudo
kurtosis since the innovations are not i.i.d. [cf. Drost and ~ijman (1993)~. To investigate
whether G~RCH diffusions imply leptokurtosis of the innovations. the formulas from
Proposition 3.1 are plugged in into the right-hand side of (.a.2). One may verify that
the pseudo kurtosis is also completely determined by the G.~RCH parameters ah and 3h
and that it is always larger than three, suggesting hcavy tailed innovations. Hence, the
existence of an underlying diffusion in a conditional heteroskedastic framework confirms
the empirical evidence that innovations are heavy-tailed, see Diebold (1988). This is
outlined in Figure 3.3. Contours are gicen for the pseudo kurtosis in the area of the
(ah. 3h)-space where G.-~RCH diffusions are applicable.

~~'e conclude this section with an additional example discussing contemporaneous
aggregation of G:1RCH diffusions.

Ex.a~tPLE 3.1 Let {X;~~. t 1 0}. i- 1, ... , k, be independent G.~RCH diffusions with
characterizing coef6cients (w,. B,. a,) ~eith either B, - Bo E(0, x) or B, - oc n a, - 0.
So the i-th G.aRCH diffusion is either a stochastic process satisfying the conditions of
Vropositíon 3.1 or a continuous t~.hite noise process as sketched in Remark 3.1. Suppose,
for simplicity, that at least one of the B,'s equals Bo. Then the sum process {Xi -
~;`-~ .k~,~~~. t 7 0} is a G.4RCH diffusion ~ti~ith coefficients ~-~k-t w„ B - Bo, and a
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determined bv
~ k ~ k

2 2
1-a- .1-a."~~( ~,)- (3.6)

PROOF: Along the lines of '`ijman and Sentana (1993) one obtains that the sum
process is G:1RCH at each discrete frequency with, e.g., wh -~;` t w;h{1 - exp(-Boh)}
and ah f,3h - exp(-Bo). Obviousl}' the sum process is a GARCH diffusion. The
relations concerning :;~h and ah f,3h determine ~,~ and B. To obtain the required equation
for a, obser~.e that the relationship between the kurtosis Kh of the sum process and the
kurtosises Kh`~ of the separate parts is given by

Kh - 3 - ~(~ch'1 - 3)~?~(~~~)Z

Jlultiplication of this relationship by hBo~6, using the GARCH diffusion property (3.2),
and taking the limit for h--. x yields (3.6). ~

Aggregation of a large set of independent "balanced" G.ARCH diffusions yields a GARCH
diffusion with a a-value close to zero, implying Kh .1 3, for all h) 0. As usual, aggregated
data exhibits less leptokurtosis.

As a special case of the formulas above we obtain that the sum of the GARCH
diffusion (2.1)-(2.2) and a Brownian motion with variance parameter o2 is a GARCH
diffusion with coef~icients w -:.r ~- a2, B- B, and ~ determined by

a a
~~~(v, f o~)~. (3.!)

1-~-1-a

4 GARCH jump processes.

This section contains the counterpart of Section 3: G.aRCH jump processes. Similar
results are derived for this non-smooth sub-class of continuous time G~RCH models. Of
course, one obtains the compound Poisson process as a limit case in Proposition 4.1 just
as in Remark 3.1. .~ G.~RCH jump processes can arise as, e.g., the sum of a G.~RCH
diffusion and an independent compound Poisson process.

Proposition 4.1 Let {Y~.t 1 0} be a G,4RCH jump process u~ith parameter x~ectors
~h -(t~h, ah. 3h, Kh) and suppose aho ~ 0 for some ho 1 0. Then there eaist ;a E (0, x),
B E (O,oc), o E(O.x), and v E (O,x), such that ~h (u~ith ~,3h~ G 1J is determined by
equations (3.2)-(3.3) u~ith ch and reh replaced by

ch - 4{exp(-h9) - 1 f hB} f 2hB {ti,o~2~~i } ~oiifm)~ (4.1
1 - exp(-2hB) )

Kh - 3-~ he f 3vo(2 -'r p)exp(- (h~)z 1 f h~.
(4.2)

k k

PROOF: See .~ppendix B. ~
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Corollary 4.2 Let {Y~.1 ~ 0} 6e a C.ARCH jump process with coefficients w, B, 4, and
v. Then, as h j 0,

1-'h, h --~ w . 1 - ~h - '3h ~ B,
h

(4.3)
1 -Qh-3h

Qh y O,
1-Qh-3h

and (1 - QA - ,.3h}Kh -~ v. (~.~1)

.tloreoner, EIYn -}óÍ4~h -. v:.,'~~B as h j 0 and E~Yh - Yo~'~h2 -~ 3;~Z as h--~ x.

RE~t.aRK 4.1 If Qh -,9h - 0 for all h~ 0 then G.~RCH jump processes are obtained
as limits with w E(0. x), B- x, Q) - 0, v- x, v' - limhlo hKh E(0, x), and
parameter vector ~h -(h~,',0,0,3 f v'~h). An example is given by the compound
Poisson process of Section 2 with w- vZ~p and v' - Kp.

The discussion of GARCH diffusions carries over to this class of jump processes. As an
example we deri~.e the parameters of the sum of independent G.ARCH processes.

ExnstPLE 4.1 Let {X~'~,t 1 0}, i- 1,...,kl f k2, be independent GARCH pro-
cesses, where the first kl processes are GARCH diffusions with characterizing coefH-
cients ( ~;;, B;, a,) with either B, - Bo E(0, x) or B; - x n a, - 0 and where the latter k2
processes are G aRCH jump processes with characterizing coef~cients (~„ B;, ~;, v,) with
either B; - Bo or B, - v; - x n 4; - 0. So the separate stochastic processes satisfy
either the conditions of Propositions 3.1 and 4.1 or the ones sketched in Remarks 3.1
and 4.1. Assume, for simplicity, that at least one of the B;'s equals Bo and redefine v,
by v; - Bo limhlo hKhl if v; - x. Then the sum process {X~ -~;`-j k' X~~1, t~ 0} is a
GARCH jump process with coefficients ~.' -~k' i k2 a.';, B- Bo, and ~5 and v determined
bv

k,tk1 k,~f`kz

v - ~ v~"?~( j,J "'~)2~
i-k,t1 i-1
J kt ~` k,fk7 k,fk1

vo(2 f o) - 1~~1 - a W' t~ v;0~1~~ f o~)w? ~( ~ w,)~. (~I.6)
lll -1 ~ ck,il -1

The proof is completelc similar to the proof of Example 3.1. E~~aluate the limit o(
h(Kh - 3) both for h j 0 and h y x.

~s in Example 3.1 leptokurtosis is less pronounced in aggregated series. The pa-
rameter v will generall}~ decrease to 0 as kl -F kz -~ x and, hence, Kh ti 3 unless h
small.

.~s a special case of the formulas above we obtain that the sum of the GARCH
diffusion ( 2.1)-( 2.2) and a compound Poisson process with mean arri~'al time p and jumps
~~-ith ~.ariance parameter o2 and kurtosis K is a G.4RCH jump process wíth coef~icients
,,, -~ f v~~p, B - B, and o and G determined by

v - BKO ~~Ir-1~(~ t a~~fr)~, vo(b f 2) -
21 -~,.,~~(w -F. v~~fr)~. (4.7)
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B~ estimating the GARCH parameters of the sum process at some specific frequency
one obtains in a straightfor~ti~ard manner estimates of the characterizing coefficients and,
hence. of the GARCH parameters at all discrete frequencies. However, even in this
special case. it is not possible to obtain reasonable estimates of the original coefficients
in the GARCH diffusion and the Poisson process from these GARCH parameters (or the
characterizing coef6cients), only. ~i~'e have four equations with six parameters unknown.
~~'e can proceed in several directions. One way is to impose additional restrictions by
assuming, e.g., that the jumps in the compound Poisson process are normal (impl}~ing
K- 3). by putting the variance of the jump process equal to the variance of the diffusion
part, or by fixing the mean arrival time p. Another way is based on the assumption
that higher order moments exist and estimate, e.g., the sixth and eighth moment. This
gives another two equations. Thus, under the assumption that the data are generated
b~ an independent continuous GARCH diffusion and a Poisson shock process and under
additional constraints, it is possible to get information both about the smooth part of
the process and about the jump part, including the frequency of shocks.

5 Extension to autoregressive components.

Some financia] series, like, e.g., interest rates, exhibit both autocorrelation and condi-
tional heteroskedasticity. A continuous time model that is able to generate both features
(and a possible trend) is given by the following system of differential equations

dY, -(r~~ - ó) dt f oi dW~til and (5.] )

dot - B(~,~ - o~ ) dt f 2~B o~ dlt'~~Zt. (5.2)

~ote that ó- r - 0 leads to the GARCH diffusion discussed in Section 2 and that
á- B- 0 leads to the familiar Ornstein-(;hlenbeck process. Similar to the derivat.ions
in Sections `l-4 we may define an autoregressiee GARCH process as a process which. for
each discrete frequenc}-, is a shifted autoregressive time-series model of order one with
GARCH inno~-ations. By putting the autoregressive parameter exp(-r) equal to one.
the unit root case. we obtain Definition 2.1. Although rti.e do not go into details one
can derive results similar to the ones before, using a generalization of Theorem A.1 for
autoregressi~-e GARCH models. Explicit formulas of this generalization can be obtained
along the lines in the proofs of Drost and ~ijman (1993). Their formulas in Examples 1
and 2 are a special case if the autoregressi~.e parameter is equal to zero and one. respec-
ti~~eh. Theorem 2.1 also applies in this extended setting. Continuous time autoregressive
GARC'H models can be di~-ided into a smooth and a non-smooth class. The differential
equation abo~~e is a special example in the smooth group while the sum of such a process
and a compound Poisson process determines a non-trivial example in the non-smooth
group. Similar to Propositions 3.1 and 4.1 the parameters of the ímplied discrete time
models at e~'erc frequenc}- are determined by five and six coefficients, respectively. We
ha~~e to add two parameters. say ó and r, to account for the trend and the autoregressive
component in the model. At frequency h in the discrete time model, the shift equals
ph - ó~r and the autoregressive parameter pti is gi~-en b}. ph - exp(-hr). Furthermore,
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the discrete time scale parameter is given by

1 - exp(-2hr)
t,'h - h~{1 - exp(-hB)}

2hr (~~3)

and the GARCH aariance parameters are determined b}'

a ex h8 - 1
oh - exp(-hB) - 3h, and ~h 2- h p- ) (5.4)

1 -{-,3h ah{1 -F exp(-2hB)} - bh'

where ah and bh are some ugly looking formulas, see :lppendix D. If r- 0, bh - 2 and

ah specializes to the ch values in Propositions 3.1 and 4.1. Finally the kurtosis values

of the GARCH component in GARCH diffusions and GARCH jump processes are giveu

bv

Kh - 3t6 ~ 9(h,B,r) and
1-a~

v 1 t ex (-2hr) 2hr

(.5.3)

~`h - 3~ hB 2 1- exp(-2hr) ~ 3vq(2 f 0).A(h,B, r), (5.6)

respectively, with

A(h.8, r)
2hr Z exp(-h{B ~- 2r}) - exp(-4hr) f hl-`x4hr4h'I(B - 2r)

-~ 1- exp(-2hr)~ h~(8 t 2r)(B - 2r)

If r- 0 then we obtain the propositions in Sections 3 and ~4 as a specíal example. If
r- 2B replace the expression A(h, B, r) by the corresponding limit.

6 Conclusions.
In this paper we ha~~e shown that the common assumption of an underlying model in
continuous time can perfectly agree with the empirical finding of G.ARCH at all discrete
frequencies. An explicit one-one relatíonship between parameters in continuous and

discrete tíme models is available for the GARCH(1,1) case. This relation can be used
for testing and estimation, avoiding simulation techniques. The class of continuous
GARCH models contains models with smooth as wel] as non-smooth sample paths. Our
results suggest straightfor~ti'ard tests to distinguish beUti'een these two classes. Finally,

our results provide an explanation why fat-tailed conditional distributions are obtained,

without exception, in empirical work.

A Appendix: discrete time GARCH aggregation.

In this appendix some results of Drost and ~iijman (1993) are summarized. ~ti'e introduce

the follo~~'ing convention: an element a belongs to a set, like hl~i or hQ2}, if x~h belongs

to I~ or Q}, respectivel}'.
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Definition A.1 Suppose á ~ 0. .A stationnry symmetric discrete time process
{y~h~;.t E hI~} u~ith finite fourth momenls is called meak GARCH with parameter

Ch -( ~'h. an, Sh. ~h) if there exists a stationary process {o~hlt, t E hi~} with

o~hlt - L'h f ahy~h~t-h ~ 3hO~h~,-h, t E hZt, (A.1)

sur.h that, Jor t E hN, o~h~t is the best linear predictor of y~hlt in terms of 1, o~hlo, and

lagged values oJy~hlt and y~h~t. The parameter Kh - Ey~hlt~(Ey~hlt)2 denotes the kurtosis
of the process.

Throughout we assume the usual parameter restrictions y~h ~ 0, ah 1 0, and either
ah - 0(and thus 3h - 0 for identifiability reasons) or 0 G ah f 3h c 1. It is easy to
see that the usual definition of GARCH with symmetric innovations and finite fourth
moments (which will be called strong GARCH from now on) implies the weak GARCH
one. In the general definition we still have Ey~h~, - wh~(1 - ah - 3h). For reference we
define the pseudo kurtosis of the rescaled residuals t;~hlt - y~h)t~Q(hlt b~'

1 - (ah f ~h)~ ~ ah
Kh - Kh . (A.2)

1-(ah f l3h)~ f ahKh

This pseudo kurtosis of rescaled residuals is the kurtosis of the innovations if the process is
strong GARCH. Drost and :Vijman ( 1993) show that the class of weak GARCH processes
is closed under temporal aggregation.

Theorem A.1 ( Drost and Nijman ( 1993), Example 2) Get h~ 0 and suppose

{y~hlt, t E hl` } is a symmetric u;eak C.ARCH process u~ith parameter ~h -(yih, ah, ~3h, Kh).

Then, for each integer m 1 l, {y~mh)t -~~-oty(h)tt~h.t E mhN} is symmetric u;eak
C~RCH with parameter ~mh -(~mn,amh,Qmh, ~mh) (with ~O,,,h~ G 1) determined 6y

,V - m
1-(ahf3h)

mh - ivA
1 - (ah f .3h) ~

(A.3)

amh - (ah ~ .jh )m - ~mh~ (~~`I)

.~mh a(ah-3h,~h.m)(ah f :3h)m - b(ah.:jh.m)
and (A.5)

1-~ ~3mh - a(ah, dh. nh, m){1 -F (ah f.3h)~m} - 26(ah. 3h, m)'

~h-3
Kmh - 3 f f 6(tch - 1) X (A.6)

m

{m(1 - ah - :3h) - 1 f (ah f 3h)m}~ah(I - ( ah f :3h)~) ~ ah(ah -~ i3h)}

m2( 1 - ah - rjh )~ { 1 - (ah f ~h )~ ~ ah }
.

u~h e re

(I-ah.-.3h)~{1-(ahf.3h)~~ah}
a(ah.3h.Kh,m) - m(1 - 3h)2 -~ 2m(m - 1)

(tch - 1){1 - (ah f 3h)2}

{m(1 - ah - .3h~ - 1 -~ (ah f 3h)m}{ah(1 - (ah ~ í3h)~) } ah(ah ~ 3h)}
~ .} and

1-(ahf~h)2
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f 1 - (ah -~ i~h)~m
b(áh, ~h, rn) - lQh(1 - (~h f .:~A)~) } ~h(~h ~- ~h)~ 1 - (Qh f .ijh)2

.

Let q be the transfer function corresponding to Theorem A.1 that transforms high fre-
yuency parameters into low frequency ones, i.e., q(~h,m) -~mh. The interpretation of
Theorem A.1 implies q(q(~h, m), n) - q((h, mn) for all integers m and n. Tedious cal-
culations, using a formula handling package (e.g., ~fathematica), show that the latter
equality also holds true if the integers m and n are replaced by arbitrary reals. This
obsen.ation will be useful in our derivations in a continuous time context. E.g., if a
w~eak GARCH process with parameter ~h is known to be the aggregate over m periods
of some other higher frequency GARCH process, then the parameter of the latter high
frequency process is given by ~h~m - q(~h. l~m). If one assumes that the observed pro-
cess at frequency, sa} g. is infinitel~' divisible. i.e., if one assumes that for each integer m
there exists an underlying high frequency GARCH process such that the observed pro-
cess is the sum over m periods of the high frequency process, then the transfer function
q determines the parameters by ~h - q(S9, h~g) for all h E g~}.

B Appendix: proofs of main results.
PROOF oF THEORe~t 2.1: Observe that the continuity of the GARCH parameters

togecher with the remarks at the end of Appendix A imply that knowledge of the GARCH
parameter at some specific frequency, say given ~9, completely determines ~h for all h~ 0
by r;h - q((9, h~g). Hence, if h„ is a sequence decreasing to zero as n -. oo,

~h - ~](~h ~,hlhn) - 1~~4(Ch~,hlhn). (B.1)
Choose the sequence h„ such that

í'h.. ~hn
1 - ~A,. - ~A~

1 - Qhn - .3h~

~ w' E [0, x],

~ B E [0 x]hn ,

(1 - ah~ - ~h„)Kh., -' U E [O.xJ,

) oh.,{1 -(oh., f 3h.,)~} f ahn(an., f i3h~)
(Kh~ - 1

1-(Qh~ ~.Íh~)2 -~ Qh„ y P E [O x]

The calculations in the following equations are based on the combination of Theorem A.1
and (B.1).

~h ~l3h - ~~~(Q~h., } ~h.,)h,h" - 2xp(-i!B).

Suppose oho 1 0 for some ho , 0(the case with ah -~3h - 0 for all h~ 0 is simple).
Since 0 G aho f 3ho G 1 this implies B E(0. x). L~sing B c ~o, one obtains in a similar
manner

wh - h,~{1 - exp(-hB)},
w-ith ;.; E (0. x), and

v exp(-hB) - 1 f hB
rch - 3 f he f 6p (he)2 . (B.2j
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By the weak G.~RCH assumption Kh is finite for each h, implying v E[O,x) and
p E[0, x). Observe that, for each frequency h, explicit formulas of y~h, ah -~ ;3h, and
Kh are obtained only depending upon the limiting variables ~;, B, v, and p. This shows
that these limits cannot depend upon the chosen sequence; the same values are obtained
for all sequences tending to zero. The proof is completed by noting that limh-.~ E~}í, -
Yo~'~h2 - 3,.~2 and

Ih1o E~Yh - Yó~"~h2 - 1h,Ó Kh 1- Q
- 3(1 ~- p)w2 or

h -3h~ 1-h,h ~ 2
2~'h~h

1h1ó E~}h -}0~'~h - ]km hKh 1- Q - v...~2~B
h - ~h

if Kh is bounded or unbounded near h- 0, respectively. O

PROOF oF PROPOSITIO~ 3.1: ~4'e continue with the proof of Theorem 2.1 as starting
point and consider the class of GARCH processes with bounded kurtosis, i.e., v- 0.
Two of the required relations are already obtained. Suppose that, along the sequence
h„ we also have

1 - Q'h~ - 13h~
-~ E [0, x~.

The proof of the proposition is complete if the relation for 13h and the restrictions a E
(0, 1) and p- a~(I - a) are proven. Similar to the calculations above we obtain

a(ah,,, 3h,,, Kh,,, h~h„) -~ hBa f h~B~a~p t 2~{exp(-hB) - 1 f hB}, and (B.3)
1 - exp(-2hB)

6(an~.~h~,h~hn) y hBa
?hB '

(B.4)

where the functions a and b are given in Theorem ,1.1. Suppose that ~- 0(thus
p- 0). Then the limit of the b function equals zero while the limit of the a function
is still positive ( possibly infinite). Hence the aggregation formula for f3 in Theorem A.1
implies 3h - lim„-,~ Qh„ i 3h~ - 1 for all h 1 0. This is in contradiction with the weak
GARCH assumption. lising a~ 0 and the aggregation formu]a for K this implies that
Kh„ --' Ko E[0. x) as n~ x, and, moreover, that p- ( KO - 1)a~(2 f~). Plugging in
this value for p into equation f B.2) and taking the limit on both sides for h j 0 yields
no - 3j(1 - 1) and hence a C L This yields the desired values for p and Kh. Finally
insert p into the limit of the a function in (B.3) and obtain the value ch. This proves the
parameter configuration for G.~RCH diffusions. O

REtif,~RK B.1 Suppose {}~,t ~ 0} has continuous sample paths. Then a continuity
condition on J(h) - E~}h - }ó~" is equivalent to .~ssumption 2.1. Proof: let h„ be a
sequence with h„ -~ h as n~ x. Since f(h„) -~ f(h) we obtain from Theorem 5.~k in
Billingsley (1963) that the sequence ~Yh„ - Yo~" is uniformly integrable. L'sing

labll{~ ahl~L} C IaIZj{Ial~~} f ~6~2~{I51~~?'

this also implies uniform integrability of ~(Yh„ -}ó)(Ymti~h„ - Ymh„);~ for each m E N.
Since Yh - }ó is continuous the autocovariances of {~Ytth -})~Z,t E hI`} are continuous
functions of h. Finally~, as the parameter ~h -(i~h, ah, 3h, Kh) is a continuous function of
the autocovariances, we obtain the desired continuity of ~h.
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PROOF OF PROPOSITIO~ 4.1: This proof is completely similar to the proof of Propo-
sition 3.1 by defining

~h„

1 - oh„ - 3h..
--~ o E [0, x].

(Re-)consideration of the sequences h„'a(oh,,,3h,,,Kh,,.h~h„) and h„'b(ah,,.3h,,,h~h„)
proces the result. The details are omitted. ~

C Appendix: ( 2.1)-(2.2) is a GARCH diífusion.

PROOF THAT (2.1)-(2.2) I~(PLIES A G.4RCH DIFFliSIOti: ~'e need to show that,

for each h ) 0, the process {Yth -}í, t E hN} is a weak G.4RCH process. Let h) 0. To

determine the GARCH parameters of the process we use a sequence of approximating
strong GARCH models. Let [a] denote the largest integer not exceeding x and let

{y(h~m)t - Z(h~m)t}h~m - z(h~m)t.t E ,h-n~}, m- 1.2..., be a sequence of strong GARCH

processes with normal innovations and parameters vh~m, Qh~m, and fjh~,,, determined

by (3.2) and (3.3). The kurtosis of the innovations equals three and by (A.2) we obtain

1 - (oh~m -4 ï?,,~m)Z 3~(1 - a),xh~m - 31 - rr f 13h~m)z - 2Qh~m ~( h~m

as m-~ x. This sequence of strong GARCH processes satisfies the requirements of
~elson ( 1990a), as m --~ x,

(m~h)i'n~m
1 - CYh~m - ~h~m

and, hence.

y ~.
z1- ahm~ ;3h~m -y B, and 1- o ah~m

, h~m - i3h~m
~ a,

{Z(h~m)Ímt~h)h~m.t i Q} ~ {}~t,t ~ ~}

(the weak convergence is with respect to the Skorohod metric on D(0, x)). ~foreo~.er.

m-t(m)
{y(h)t -~ y(hlm)tf~hlm - ~(h~m)t~h - z(h~,.,)r, t E hl~ }~ {Yt fh - Y, t E h1C}.

t-o

Here. ~ denotes com~ergence of all finite dimensional distributions. This follows because
weak con~-ergence in D[0. x) endowed with the Skorohod topology to an almost sure
continuous process implies weak convergence in the topology of uniform con~~ergence on
compacta [see, e.g.. Pollard (198~1). p. 137, problem 7]. .4pplication of the continuous
mapping theorem yields the desired result. From Theorem A.1 follows that {y~h)~, t E
hI`} is G.4RCH.

Howecer, we need to show that the limiting process is GARCH and that it satisfies

.4ssumption 2.1. Therefore, we first check uniform integrabilitc of {ly~h)~I4,m E Z}}. It

suffices to show E ly~h)~IZ~ is bounded (in m) for some s~ 2[see, e.g., Billingsley (1968),
p. 32]. Fix s E(2, 1-~ 1~~). To show that the 2s-th moment of y(h~m)t exists for
m sufficiently large we use tielson (1990b)'s necessar}' and suíficient condition for the
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existence of moments in strong GARCH processes with normal innovations. Le., we have
to ~'erift~

~lh~m - EIáA~mE2 ~ 3h~m I' G 1,

where E is standard normal. Application of Taylor's theorem to x' yields some ~bh~m~ c
~áh~mE2 -~ 3h~m - 1 ~ such that dominated con~~ergence implies the required inequality:

(m~h)(1 - ~h~m) -
(f ss-1

- (rI1,Ít)E 5 -S(áh~mE~ ~ ,:3h~m - 1) - ( 2 )(1 - bh~m)~-2(áh~m~`-2 ~ Rh~m - 1)2

-y SB - S(52l 1)aBE([' - 1)Z - SB{1 - a(S - 1)} ~ O. (C.1)

Furthermore. since observations in a strong GARCH model constitute a martingale dif-
ference sequence, we obtain successi~~ely from Burkholder's inequality [see, e.g., Hall and
Heyde (1980), Theorem 2.10], ~linkowski's inequality, Theorem 3 in :Velson (1990b), and
formula (C.1)

( m) 2eElyth)tl c cE
-1
~` 2
[J y(h~m)t}ih~m
i-0

mL'h m
C Cm~Ely(h~m)t~Ze

~ C ;, ' EIEI2s

1 - 7h~m
y C[hw~{1 - a(s - 1)}]'E~E~2'

and hence we obtain the desired uniformr integrability condit1ion. Using Cauchy-Schwarz

this implies also that, for all s, t E hN, ( ly~h),y~h)~IZ , m E N} is uniformly integrable.

Uniform integrability implies that tlhe moments of thJe approximating processes
{(y(h)~)2, f E hN} converge to the corresponding ones of the limit process {~Yt}h-Yt~~, t E
hN~. As a consequence this sequence has the autocorrelation function of an ARZ4A(1.1)
process and, thus, is weak G.ARCH. The parameters are simply given by the limit-
ing parameters of the aggregated approximating strong GARCH processes. Recalling
the boundedness of the sequence Kh~,,, and the definitions of above one obtains these
limiting parameters just as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. These parameters are contin-
uous functions in h implying the validity of Assumption ?.1. Of course, the diffusion is
parametrized such that w. B, and ~ are the parameters of the continuous time GARCH
process. ~

D Appendix: some additional formulas.

The coefficients ah and 6h in equation (~.f) for G.~RCH diffusions and GARCH jump
processes are determined 6~-

ah - -Qhldh~ bh - bh,(~h and

ah - -ah,dh~ bh - ~h,dÁ~

respecti~'ely, where
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a~ h~exp{-h(B ~- lr)} - exp(-4hr) t h(B - 2r) ~-`x4h,4h'~
- ~

h - h~(B t ZT)(8 - Zr)

I - eXp(-`ZÍ1T) 2
t h(1 -,~) ~ 2hr ~ '

~ exp{-h(B t 2r)} - exp(--fhr) t h(B - 2r)'-`~hr'h'~
ah - 2h9o(2 t Ó)

hz(B t 2r)(8 - 2r)

t 2hBv-1
1- exp(-2hr) 2 t 1- exp(-4hr)

~ 2hr ~ 4hr

aB 1- exp(-4hr) 1- exp(-2hB)
bh -(B - 2r)2 {1 t exp(-2hB)}

4hr
t{1 t exp(-4hr)}

2hB
1 - exp{-h(B t 2r)}

-2[1 t exp{-h(~ t 2r)}]
h(B t 2r)

B2Óz 1- exp(-4hr) 1- exp(-2hB)
b'h - {1 t exp(-2hB)} t{I t exp(-4hr)}

(B - 2r)z ~hr 2hB

-2[I ~- exp{-h(B t 2r)}] 1- exp{-h(B t 2r)} 1
h(8 f 2r) J

t(~ ~2r) ( 2{ 1 t exp(-2hB)}
1- e~~~4hr)

- 2(1 t exp{-h(B t 2r)}]
1- exp{-h(B t 2r)} ~

h(B t 2r)
~B J (1 -exp(-4hr) - 1 -exp{-h(Bt2r)}1

d~ -(B - 2r)z l exp(-hB) l
~}hr h(B t 2r) J

t ex 2hr
1- exp(-2hB) - 1- exp{-h(B t 2r)}

and
p(- )( 2hB h(B t 2r)

9zOz ( 1- exp(-4hr) 1- exp{-h(B t 2r)}
dh -(B - 2r)z { exp(-hBj I .}hr - h(9 t 2r)

t exp(-2hr) ~ 1- ez`p(-2hB) - 1- exp{-h(B t 2r)} ~~
2hB h(B t 2r)

Bo 1 - exp(-4hr)
t (Q-,~r) 2exp(-hB)

.}hr

1 - exp{-h(B t 2r)}
-{exp(-hB) t exp(-2hr)}

h(B t 2r)

If zero's appear in the denominators due to r - 0 or B- 2r then one should take the
corresponding limits to obtain ah and bh.
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